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Model Number: 41287
Toilet Tank And Bathtub Pump for Auto Fill Carpet Cleaning Machines 41287
Manufacturer: Clean Storm
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Toilet Tank and Bathtub Pump for Auto Fill Carpet Cleaning Machines 41287
264 Gallons per hour
4.6 ft maximum head lift
120V / 60Hz
.23 Amperes
6 ft Power Cord
overall dimensions: 5.09 in L x 2.85 in W x 3.19 in H
Outbound connection 3/4" Male Garden Hose
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This submersible pump is perfect for use with auto fill carpet and tile cleaning
extractors when you can't find any other way to get water pressure. Sometimes in
office building the faucets adapters cannot be used because the faucets aerator
threads have been destroyed. This ultra compact pump can be placed inside of the
toilet tank and as the water is pumped to your extractor, the toilet tank auto refills.
Can also be used to transfer water to auto fill machines from a 5 gallon pail,
bathtub, trashcan, ice chest or any other fresh water tank you want to use.
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Also used as a water transfer pump for running descaller through truckmounts that
don't have water mix tank/box. Just place your descaler in a 5 gallon pail, then use
this pump to feed the descaler through the machine. Most people recirculate the
water from the high pressure hose back into the same 5 gallon pail so the descaller
goes around and around through the entire system. Turn off submersible pump when
the descaler in the pail gets hot. This pump is not rated for hot water so just allow the
descaler to stay in the truckmount for 30 minutes and then flush with clean water.
90 day parts warranty.

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Sunday 06 February, 2005
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